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      Excellent combination of cultural theory and practical information




  
           Paul Dwyer




              


    
      



 


 
      I really like this book. The layout and navigation is good and it covers essential aspects of deconstruction and critique without getting too academic.

very useful indeed for all aspects of creative production.




  
          Mr Andy Frith




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent text - core reading for MG3020/MG6308 marketing communications courses - where students analyse and develop their own IMC campaigns




  
          Ms Carol Kelleher




              


    
      



 


 
      I love this book. It is clear and concise and offers great insight into the development of and understanding of effective creative media. But unfortunately it's scope is too narrow for the class I was considering it for. I may in the future be able to include it as a supplement to the class.




  
          Mr Roger Gonce




              


    
      



 


 
      Well-written and full of great case-studies which have been very suitable for my class teaching communication strategies and marketing.




  
          Mrs Line Thomsen




              


    
      



 


 
      Great for expanding resources in the Advertising Copywriting course.




  
          Dr Roy Winegar




              


    
      



 


 
      This books does what it says on the tin - and is perfect for year two or three undergraduate students who have grasped the basic principles of the discipline and now need to evaluate and critique campaigns in more detail.  The text/image ratio is spot on and the overall layout thoughtfully composed.  I particularly liked the section on digital which was very up to date.  The exercises are a valuable teaching tool.  I cannot see how this text could be improved.




  
          Dr Helen Powell




              


    
      



 


 
      Good coverage of key approaches and theoretical concepts and some good examples. Written in a clear, accessible style. Most suitable for practically-oriented courses.




  
          Dr Lisa El Refaie




              


    
      



 


 
      very nice text, examples and exercises

very practical book for advertising




  
          Dr SABA KHALID




              


    
      



 


 
      Wow! Nancy Tag delivers a key resource not just to advertising theory or student development, but also to graduate careers.  The book takes the reader from understanding critique, through applying critique to practice and on to developing a template for advertising consultancy.   Whether undergraduate, postgraduate, academic or industry professional, this text is a must have in every library.




  
          Mr Paul Matthews
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.
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